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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. This Design Stage Construction Report has been prepared in connection with the proposed

demolition of an existing industrial building and construction of a replacement building for the

storage of wine on land at North Farm, London Road, Washington.

1.2. Planning permission for the work was approved on 23rd March 2022, under LPA reference SDNP/

22/00396/FUL. Condition 5 of the planning permission requires the submission and approval of a

Design Stage Sustainable Construction Report, prior to the commencement of development.

1.3. This report comprises the requisite Statement in compliance with the condition.

2. SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

2.1. The application site comprises part of North Farm, located some 1.3km north of Findon and 2km

south of Washington. It is immediately to the east of the dualled A24, which runs north-south,

connecting Worthing and the south coast with Horsham.

2.2. North Farm comprises a series of traditional buildings including dwellings and associated

farmstead, surrounded to the north, east and south by a range of more modern agricultural and

former agricultural buildings, together with new commercial buildings.

2.3. The application site relates to a building that lies immediately to the north of the group of traditional

former farm buildings, close to the boundary of the site with the A24. To the north and northeast are

existing and former modern agricultural buildings.

2.4. The application site relates to a building that measures some 27.63m long (east-west (max)) and

18.5m wide (north-south (max)), constructed of two principle elements, comprising a barrel-shaped

roof, with lean-to mono-pitched structure attached on the southern side. The building is primarily

externally faced in metal profile sheeting with some blockwork, with openings primarily in the east

and west elevations.

2.5. The building was a former agricultural structure that was converted in excess of 20 years ago, to an

industrial building used for the processing of game meat, by Chanctonbury Game. This use has

now ceased, and the building has been vacated.

3. BACKGROUND

3.1. The Wiston Estate is a traditional family owned Estate, which has been within the Goring family

since 1743. At its heart is Wiston House, a Grade I listed mansion. The Estate extends to a little

over 2,500 hectares and includes significant areas of land east of the A24 between Findon,

Washington, Ashington, Ashurst and Steyning. The Estate comprises farmland (70%), woodland

(20%), parkland (4%), quarries (3%), ponds and wetlands (1%); together with residential,

commercial and amenity areas.
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3.2. North Farm originally comprised a farmstead with its core of flint and tile buildings that included a

dwelling, a granary and threshing barn. This evolved after World War II, with development of an

intensive turkey rearing and processing enterprise. This ceased in the mid 1980s, and in the

subsequent three decades, planning permission was granted iteratively for change of use of a

number of buildings to commercial use. This included the building on the application site, used for

the processing of game meat, by Chanctonbury Game.

3.3. More recently, part of the former turkey processing area became home to the Wiston Winery.

This includes the production of wine from grapes grown on the Estate’s own vineyard. This includes

an area of some 16 acres (6.47 hectares) of vines planted in 2006, some 1km to the southeast of

North Farm. It has more recently been expanded by the planting of vines to the south, southeast

and east of the North Farm enclave.

3.4. In 2018, a hybrid (part outline/part full) planning application was submitted for the substantial

redevelopment of the North Farm complex. Integral to the scheme was the change of use of

existing buildings and extension of the winery to provide enhanced storage, visitor facilities, retail

and cafe area. This represented a step-change in the winery activities to develop the North Farm

site as a visitor attraction, alongside wine production.

3.5. The full planning application element of the scheme included redevelopment of the former turkey

rearing buildings that were in commercial use on land to the east of the main winery centre, with

replacement commercial buildings on a broadly similar footprint, scale and quasi-agricultural

appearance. One of these buildings is now used for the storage of wine on lees.

3.6. The outline element of the scheme comprised demolition of a range of buildings and construction

of new commercial development to the north of the historic farm centre (Phase 2) and the

demolition of former turkey rearing buildings in commercial use and construction of 5 self-

contained holiday let units on land to the east of the historic farmstead (Phase 3).

3.7. Planning permission for the scheme was granted in a Decision Notice dated 14th March 2019

(LPA reference SDNP/18/04995/FUL). A copy of the approved Site Illustrative Masterplan is

attached at Appendix 1.

3.8. The existing building on the application site was not part of the hybrid application works.

Buildings to the south, comprising the winery centre and former threshing barn and adjoining

animal housing were the subject of a full application for redevelopment. Buildings to the east, and

to the north, beyond the existing wine store structure were the subject of the outline application,

and were approved for demolition and redevelopment to create commercial buildings.

3.9. In parallel with the redevelopment of North Farm, the SDNPA approved a diversion of the existing

PRoW that runs broadly east-west through the North Farm site. This facilitated an improved route

through the site and the closure of the former direct access off the A24. The diversion was

approved via a Public Path Diversion Order (Section 257 of the Town and Country Planning Act

1990) in a Decision Notice dated 11th April 2019, and the Order was confirmed on 18th October

2020 (LPA reference SDNP/18/05278/FTP). The diverted route runs close to the western and

southern edge of the application building.
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3.10. Notwithstanding this, and more recently, concerns have been raised at the routing of the Right of

Way and its surfacing by West Sussex County Council. The diversion cannot therefore yet be

brought into effect. Discussions are ongoing in relation to resolving these concerns. This includes

the prospect of a more significant diversion of the PRoW via the overbridge that crosses the A24

immediately to the southwest of the North Farm site.

3.11. In August 2021, the SDNPA confirmed that Prior Approval was not required for the demolition of

11 buildings within the North Farm complex (LPA reference SDNP/21/03995/DEM), comprising part

of the Phase 2 and 3 development area.

3.12. Work on the redevelopment of the North Farm site approved under SDNP/18/04995/FUL

commenced in May 2019. This initially focussed on the Phase 1A area, which comprised the former

turkey rearing sheds on the eastern part of the site that were predominantly in commercial use.

In accordance with the permission, the majority of the buildings were demolished and replacement

buildings constructed.

3.13. Implementation of the Phase 1A works enabled the subsequent implementation of the upgrade and

extension of the vehicular accessway into the North Farm site from the grade-separated junction to

the south of the farm centre. The clearing of buildings (approved under SDNP/21/03995/DEM)

enabled a widening and extension of the access to run north, in order to provide vehicular access

to the entire North Farm site, including by articulated lorries required to gain access to grain stores

at the north end of the site.

3.14. Following the provision of the improved access, the direct access off the southbound A24 was

closed, and a bund and flint gabion wall constructed along the boundary of the public highway, a

short way to the east of the application building.

3.15. Phase 1B works subsequently commenced comprising the alteration and extension of existing, and

construction of replacement, buildings at the north end of the main winery. It included conversion of

the former threshing barn into a cafe with associated facilities, creation of a new shop/reception for

the visitor centre, and construction of a replacement wine cold store.

3.16. In January 2022, a full planning application was submitted for demolition of the application building

and the construction of a new building, for the storage of wine (LPA reference SDNP/22/00396/

FUL).

3.17. Planning permission for this work was granted in a Decision Notice dated 23rd March 2022. A copy

of the Decision Notice is attached at Appendix 2, and the approved plans are attached at

Appendix 3.

3.18. The works envisaged demolition of the existing building and construction of a replacement on

substantively the same footprint and of comparable scale and similar external materials.

3.19. In early 2022, a full planning application was submitted for the demolition of an existing pheasant

hatchery building on land a short way to the east of the main North Farm built enclave, and the

construction of a single storey building for use as overnight guest accommodation and associated

landscaping works. The application envisaged surrender of the extant outline planning permission

for construction of 5 self-contained holiday let units approved under SDNP/18/04995/FUL.
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3.20. Planning permission for this work was granted in a Decision Notice dated 22nd May 2023.

3.21. As part of the discussions with the SDNPA in relation to that application, submissions were made in

relation to ensuring that the development would achieve requisite ‘water neutrality’, given the

location of the North Farm site within the Sussex North Water Supply Zone.

3.22. As part of these discussions, it was proposed that in conjunction with implementation of the

overnight guest accommodation the building used by Chanctonbury Game on the application site

would be demolished, and the new wine store constructed.

3.23. A Section 106 Agreement associated with the planning permission, dated 18th May 2023 sets out

at Schedule 2 that, prior to first use of the approved guest accommodation, the use of the building

as a game processing facility should cease and demolition of the building should take place, and

that following demolition, the land should not be used for development that would require mains

water consumption.

3.24. In November 2023, a Prior Notification application was submitted for the demolition of the

application building (LPA reference SDNP/23/04984/APNDEM). The supporting Statement set out

that as a result of an unusually large grape harvest on the Estate in Autumn 2023, there is a demand

to provide the approved new storage building in time for the commencement of the second

fermentation process of grapes into wine in Summer 2024. Given the urgent need to commence

construction of the building, it was proposed the works for demolition take place in early 2024,

immediately ahead of approval of details pursuant to conditions.

3.25. The application sought authorisation to demolish the building such that construction work could

commence on a cleared site promptly upon the discharge of pre-commencement conditions,

hopefully on or before March 2024. This would then enable the building to be constructed or

completed ready for the storage of wine in Summer 2024.

3.26. Approval of the Prior Notification application was issued in a Decision Notice dated 21st December

2023. A copy of the Decision Notice is attached at Appendix 4.

4. APPROVED DEVELOPMENT

4.1. These proposals relate to the demolition of an existing industrial building and construction of a

replacement building to be used for the storage of wine, as approved in March 2022 under

LPA reference SDNP/22/00396/FUL.

4.2. The wine is processed onsite in the Wiston Winery, located a short way to the south of the

application building.

4.3. The Wiston Estate planted its first vineyard in 2006 and commenced production of wine from

grapes grown on the Estate in 2009. Planning permission for the creation of the winery was

subsequently granted in August 2010.

4.4. The winery has iteratively expanded over the intervening years, and has developed an enviable

reputation for the production of high quality, in particular sparkling, English wine.
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4.5. The demand for the production of wine has grown over time, reflecting the increased hectarage of

vineyards and production of grapes on the Wiston Estate, together with other surrounding

vineyards that rely on the winery for the production of wine. The winery now produces circa 200,000

bottles of wine in an average year.

4.6. The winemaking process comprises the pressing of grapes within the main winery building with the

juices transferred to stabilisation tanks where the first stage of alcoholic fermentation takes place.

4.7. After this is complete, cold stabilisation, filtration and blending takes place, followed by bottling.

This typically occurs some 8 - 9 months after grape harvest. A second fermentation is induced by

adding yeast and sugar to the bottled wine, following which it is metal capped. The bottles are then

placed horizontally in storage crates and matured in cool, temperature controlled cellars (a process

known as lees ageing). This process leads to the second fermentation stage.

4.8. The bottles typically remain in cellars of the winery during the second fermentation process for a

period of between 18 months - 4 years. The storage takes place in a number of buildings on the

North Farm site. There is requirement to store approximately 1 million bottles of wine at North Farm,

the majority whilst the wine is subject to the second fermentation process.

4.9. The grant of planning permission for the application building is to enable the storage of wine on

lees, during this second fermentation process.

5. CONDITION 5 OF SDNP/22/00396/FUL

5.1. This Statement has been prepared pursuant to the requirements of Condition 5 of planning

permission SDNP/22/00396/FUL. The condition states that:

“Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted a Design Stage
Sustainable Construction Report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The report shall include:

i) SBEM calculations;

ii) Product specifications;

iii) Grown in Britain or FSC Certificates where applicable;

iv) Sustainable material strategy;

v) Building design details;

vi) Layout or landscape plans demonstrating that the building has:

(a) Reduced predicted CO2 emissions by at least 19% due to energy efficiency; and

(b) Reduced predicted CO2 emissions by a further 20% due to onsite renewable
energy compared with the maximum allowed by Building Regulations; and
further optional measures relating to:
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• Water consumption;

• Adapting to climate change;

• Sustainable materials;

• Sustainable waste.

Thereafter the development shall be built in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure the development demonstrates a high level of sustainable performance to
address mitigation of and adaptation to predicted climate change. This is required to be a
pre-commencement condition because it is necessary to agree such details prior to
commencing works.”

6. SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION PROPOSALS

6.1. In accordance with the planning condition, this report details the high level of sustainable

performance of the building to address mitigation of, and adaptation to, predicted climate change.

SBEM Calculations

6.2. In compliance with Clause (i) of the planning condition attached at Appendix 5 is a BRUKL output

document which comprises the SBEM calculations in respect of the proposed building.

Reduction in Predicted CO2 Emissions

6.3. Attached at Appendix 6 is an Energy Statement prepared by Achieve Green.

6.4. This details that the design of the building has been developed through the application of the

energy hierarchy and the requirement to achieve a 19% saving in predicted CO2 emissions from the

target emission rate (TER) by at least 19% due to energy efficiency; and a further 20% due to onsite

renewable energy.

6.5. The Statement sets out that the proposed building is not envisaged to be conditioned for human

comfort and use, and as such, there are no proposals for heating or cooling consumption within the

building. On this basis, no energy savings can be applied through the specification of enhanced

fabric or high efficiency systems.

6.6. The only mechanical and electrical system to be installed within the building is lighting.

The Statement confirms that the building design includes lighting specification which will surpass

the requirements of the approved document L2 2021. However, the building is not proposed to

have natural light, and there is thus no ability to make energy savings through lighting.

6.7. On this basis, the overall predicted reduction in CO2 emissions is proposed to be achieved through

the addition of onsite renewable energy.

6.8. The report sets out that the energy strategy has followed the principles of the energy hierarchy of:

Be Lean; Be Clean; and Be Green.
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6.9. In applying this approach, and as detailed above, the building does not envisage the use of energy,

except lighting, in association with its usage (Be Lean).

6.10. Consideration has been given to the reduction in carbon emissions through the use of decentralised

energy (Be Clean) such as combined heat and power. However, this is not feasible in this case due

to the insufficient base load requirements of the building. Furthermore, the location of the building

and its surroundings means it is not suitable to be served by a district heating network.

6.11. The report therefore sets out the aspiration for energy savings through the use of low and zero

carbon energy sources (Be Green).

6.12. The report considers a range of options and concludes that in this instance, the most appropriate

and feasible option is the installation of solar photovoltaics to convert sunlight into electricity.

6.13. The report sets out that it is proposed to install a 4kWp photovoltaic system on the south facing

roof of the building. This equates to 16 x 250 watt panels and requires approximately 26m2 of the

available roof area. This will generate approximately 3,065 kWh of electricity (as calculated using

SBEM) which equates to 0.3 tonnes of CO2.

6.14. This saving compares to the baseline Part L 2021 Assessment of the building of 0.8 tonnes CO2

per annum, which would be reduced through installation and use of PV to 0.5 tonnes of CO2 per

annum. This is a saving of 41.5%.

6.15. Attached at Appendix 7 is a plan of the building detailing the proposed extent and location of the

PV installation in compliance with this requirement.

Sustainable Waste

6.16. The building is designed and primarily manufactured offsite within a factory setting. This enables

the minimisation of building material waste through efficient construction operations, and

construction in building controlled conditions.

6.17. It also means that materials delivered to site are those required for the project, minimising the

prospect of oversupply.

6.18. As detailed in SDNP/23/04984/APNDEM, the proposed method of demolition will comprise:

• Disconnection of all electric and water supplies to the building;

• Removal of any internal fittings and fixtures;

• Removal of fenestration;

• Soft strip of external metal sheeted cladding;

• Demolition of blockwork walls;

• Dismantling and removal of metal framework of structure;

• Breaking out and removal of concrete slab.
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6.19. The separation and temporary storage of demolition materials and skips close to the site will be

employed during the demolition works. With the exception of the blockwork and concrete, materials

will be permanently removed from the site by a licensed waste carrier following the completion of

demolition.

6.20. The blockwork and concrete will be crushed onsite and temporarily stored in stockpiles. It will then

be subsequently used for the works required for the implementation of the development, including

providing the new sub-base for the structure.

6.21. Any residual material will be utilised in the implementation of the wider North Farm development.

Building Design and Material Sustainability

6.22. The building is designed to be of steel framed construction attached to pad foundations. The floor

of the building will be surface finished in concrete. The walls will be formed of Kingspan KS1000RW

73mm QuadCore insulation with an external colour finish of forte olive green, whilst the roof will be

Kingspan KS1000RW 115mm QuadCore insulation also with an external colour finish of forte olive

green.

6.23. As detailed in the Sustainable Waste section of this report, the existing blockwork and concrete

arising from the demolition of the existing building will be crushed onsite and used in the

implementation of the development, including providing the new sub-base for the structure.

6.24. The Kingspan insulated panels are produced in the UK and are certified to BES 6001 (Framework

Standard for the Responsible Sourcing of Construction Products) ‘Very Good.’ QuadCore insulated

panel systems have environmental product declarations in accordance with the requirements of

EN 15804:2012 + A1:2013.

6.25. All Kingspan insulated panels manufacturing facilities across the UK and Ireland are 100% net zero

energy. In addition, Kingspan facilities located in Kings Court, Holywell and Sherburn generate

renewable energy onsite which contributes to the site’s energy mix.

6.26. Kingspan insulated panels procure steel that is made from 15 - 25% recycled content.

6.27. As a result of the design and proposed end use of the building, the building is to be constructed

from non timber materials.

Water Consumption

6.28. The proposed use of the building as a wine store, does not generate any operational requirement

for water consumption.

6.29. This is reflected in the plans which demonstrate there is no installation of water supply within the

building.

6.30. As detailed earlier in this Statement, implementation of the approved building requires demolition of

the existing industrial building. Surrender of this use and its associated mains water consumption,

would result in achieving water neutrality in relation to other development elsewhere on the North

Farm site.
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6.31. Implementation of the development would result in a reduction of mains water consumption use in

comparison to the existing building.

Adaption to Climate Change

6.32. The building is not located within an area that is deemed to be at risk of flooding or other climatic

event.

6.33. The building use is not sensitive to climate change, and there are no building adaptations required

to the proposed design.

6.34. The surface water drainage system for roof run-off from the building will be directed to the

sustainable surface water drainage system approved as part of the wider redevelopment of North

Farm. In particular it will discharge to the drainage basin located to the south of the existing winery

and north of the main grade separated access to the site (see Appendix 1).

6.35. The proposal is related to the wider North Farm site which is a key driver of economic change on

the Wiston Estate. At a macro level, this helps to underpin the wider work being undertaken on the

applicant’s landholding to adapt to climate change through ongoing land management.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1. This Design Stage Sustainability Report demonstrates the commitment to achieve a high level of

sustainable performance within the approved building.

7.2. Due to the end use of the structure as a wine store, and the limited opportunities for energy

efficiency in its operation, it is proposed that a reduction in predicted carbon emissions from the

operation of the building be achieved by the installation of onsite renewable energy in the form of

PV panels. This will deliver a 41.5% saving in the energy use of the building compared to the target

emission rate.

7.3. The proposed means of demolition and re-use of arisings in particular blockwork and sub-base,

and the predominant offsite manufacture of building components, will minimise the level of waste

arising from the construction.

7.4. The building is designed primarily of metal frame and covered in insulated panels reflecting the

functional requirements of the proposed end use.

7.5. The proposed use does not require water consumption in conjunction with operation, and this

represents a significant saving over the existing building use.

7.6. Overall, it is considered that the development will be delivered in compliance with the obligations of

Condition 5 of SDNP/22/00396/FUL.
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APPENDIX 1

SITE ILLUSTRATIVE MASTERPLAN OF

SDNP/18/04995/FUL
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APPENDIX 2

DECISION NOTICE - SDNP/22/00396/FUL



Mr Dale Mayhew
Moca ttaHouse
Tra falgar Place
Brig hton
BN1 4DU

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
Town and Country Planning (Development Managem ent Procedure) (England) Order 2015

Application No: SDNP/22/00396/FUL

Applicant Name: W iston Estate

Proposal: Demolition of existing industrial building and construction of a building
for storage of wine

Site Address: North Farm, Chanctonbury Gam e , London Road, W ashington, RH20
4BB

GRANT OF PLANNING PERMISSION

In pursuance of itspowers under the above mentioned Act, the South Downs National Park Authority as
the Local Planning Authority hereby GRANTS Planning Permission for the above development in
accordance with the plans and particulars submitted with your application received on 26th January 2022.

This permission is subject to the following conditions:-

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years from the
date of this permission.

Reason: To comply with the provisions of Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended).

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the plans listed below
under the heading "Plans Referred to in Consideration of this Application".

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

3. The building shall only be used for storage purposes relating to the Wiston Winery enterprise,
which is a B2 General Industrial Use as defined by Schedule 2 Part A of the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended), or in any provision equivalent to that Class in
any statutory instrument revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification, and
for no other purposes whatsoever.



Reason: In the interests of amenity, and to enable the Local Planning Authority to regulate and control the
development of land and buildings.

4. Prior to development above slab level, details of materials and finishes shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Thereafter the development shall be carried
out in full accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To enable the Local Planning Authority to control the development in detail in the interests of
the character and appearance of the area. This is required to be a pre-commencement condition because
it is necessary to agree such details prior to commencing works.

5. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted a design stage sustainable
construction report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The report shall include:

i) SBEM calculations
ii) Product specifications
iii) Grown in Britain or FSC certificates where applicable;
iv) Sustainable material strategy;
v) Building design details;
vi) Layout or landscape plans demonstrating that the building has:

a) Reduced predicted CO2 emissions by at least 19% due to energy efficiency and;
b) Reduced predicted CO2 emissions by a further 20% due to on site renewable
energy compared with the maximum allowed by building regulations; and further optional
measures relating to:

· Water consumption;
· Adapting to climate change;
· Sustainable materials;
· Sustainable waste.

Thereafter the development shall be built in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure the development demonstrates a high level of sustainable performance to address
mitigation of and adaptation to predicted climate change. This is required to be a pre-
commencement condition because it is necessary to agree such details prior to commencing
works.

6. Prior to the first use of the development hereby permitted a post construction stage sustainable
construction report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The report shall include:

i) SBEM calculations
ii) Product specifications
iii) Grown in Britain or FSC certificates where applicable;
iv) Sustainable material strategy
v) Building design details
vi) Layout or landscape plans demonstrating that the building has:
vii) Reduced predicted CO2 emissions by at least 19% due to energy efficiency and;
viii) Reduced predicted CO2 emissions by a further 20% due to on site renewable energy

compared with the maximum allowed by building regulations and further optional
measures relating to:
· Water consumption;
· Adapting to climate change;
· Sustainable materials;
· Sustainable waste.



The use of the development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details which
shall thereafter be retained.

Reason: To ensure the development demonstrates a high level of sustainable performance to address
mitigation of and adaptation to predicted climate change.

7. Prior to development above slab level, a detailed scheme of biodiversity and ecosystem services
enhancements to be incorporated into the development shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.

The scheme shall identify and incorporate measures to secure net gains in biodiversity, carbon
reduction and sustainable management of water resources, not limited to the following:

i) Locally appropriate planting to support habitat creation;
ii) Creation of wildlife features such as habitat piles;
iii) Provision of a minimum of at least 1No bat and 1No bird box;
iv) Rainwater catchment/capture at source solutions for surface water run-off;
v) Renewable energy solutions such as pv panels, where feasible.

The approved scheme shall be fully implemented and maintained in accordance with the approved
details.

Reason: To ensure that the development provides an acceptable level of enhancement in accordance with
the National Park's first purpose through the provision of ecological and ecosystem services
enhancements, and biodiversity net gain.

8. No external lighting shall be installed to the building.

Reason: In the interests of amenity and to protect the South Downs International Dark Skies Reserve.

INFORMATIVE NOTES
These are advice notes tothe applicant and are not part of the planning conditions:

1. Crime and Disorder Implica tions

It is considered tha t the proposa l does not raise any crime and disorder implica tions.

2. Huma n Rig hts Implica tions

This pla nning applica tion has been considered in lig ht of sta tute and case law and any interference
with an individua l’s huma n rig hts is considered to be proportiona teto the aims soug ht to be
rea lised.

3. Equa lity Act 2010

Due reg ard has been taken of the South Downs Nationa l Park Authority’s equa lity duty as
conta ined within the Equa lity Act 2010.
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APPENDIX 5

SBEM CALCULATIONS -

BRUKL OUTPUT DOCUMENT



BRUKL Output Document
Compliance with England Building Regulations Part L 2021

Administrative information

The CO  emission and primary energy rates of the building must not exceed the targets2

The performance of the building fabric and fixed building services should achieve
reasonable overall standards of energy efficiency

Project name

Date: Tue Dec 12 14:48:12 2023!

As designedWine storage warehouse

Building Details
Address: North Farm, Chanctonbury Game, London Road,

Washington, RH20 4BB

Certification tool
Calculation engine: SBEM

Calculation engine version: v6.1.e.0

Interface to calculation engine: DesignBuilder SBEM

Interface to calculation engine version: v7.2.0

BRUKL compliance module version: v6.1.e.1
Certifier details

Name: Jonathan Southworth

Telephone number: 01892315466

Address: 4 St John's Road, Tunbridge Wells  Kent, TN4
9NP

Foundation area [m ]:2 1

Target CO  emission rate (TER), kgCO /m.annum2 2
2 1.47

Building CO  emission rate (BER), kgCO /m.annum2 2
2 0.86

Target primary energy rate (TPER), kWh  /m.annumPE
2 15.91

Building primary energy rate (BPER), kWh  /m.annumPE
2 8.87

Do the building's emission and primary energy rates exceed the targets? BER =< TER BPER =< TPER

Fabric element U U U First surface with maximum valuea-Limit a-Calc i-Calc

Walls* 0.26 - - No heat loss walls

Floors 0.18 - - No heat loss floors

Pitched roofs 0.16 - - No heat loss pitched roofs

Flat roofs 0.18 - - No heat loss flat roofs

Windows** and roof windows 1.6 - - No external windows/roof-windows

Rooflights*** 2.2 - - No external rooflights

Personnel doors^ 1.6 - - No external personnel doors

Vehicle access & similar large doors 1.3 - - No external vehicle access doors

High usage entrance doors 3 - - No external high usage entrance doors
U        = Limiting area-weighted average U-values [W/(m K)]a-Limit

2

U        = Calculated area-weighted average U-values [W/(m K)]a-Calc
2

U       = Calculated maximum individual element U-values [W/(m K)]i-Calc
2

* Automatic U-value check by the tool does not apply to curtain walls whose limiting standard is similar to that for windows.
** Display windows and similar glazing are excluded from the U-value check. *** Values for rooflights refer to the horizontal position.
^ For fire doors, limiting U-value is 1.8 W/m K2

NB: Neither roof ventilators (inc. smoke vents) nor swimming pool basins are modelled or checked against the limiting standards by the tool.

Air permeability Limiting standard This building

m /(h.m ) at 50 Pa3                2 8 8
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Whole building lighting automatic monitoring & targeting with alarms for out-of-range values NO

Whole building electric power factor achieved by power factor correction <0.9

Building services

For details on the standard values listed below, system-specific guidance, and additional regulatory requirements,
refer to the Approved Documents.

"No HVAC systems in project"

1- Electric DHW

Water heating efficiency Storage loss factor [kWh/litre per day]

This building 1 -

Standard value 1 N/A

"No zones in project where local mechanical ventilation, exhaust, or terminal unit is applicable"

General lighting and display lighting General luminaire Display light source

Zone name Efficacy [lm/W] Efficacy [lm/W] Power density [W/m ]2

Standard value 95 80 0.3

Block 1 - Warehouse 125 - -

The spaces in the building should have appropriate passive control measures to limit
solar gains in summer

Zone Solar gain limit exceeded? (%) Internal blinds used?

Block 1 - Warehouse N/A N/A

Regulation 25A: Consideration of high efficiency alternative energy systems

Were alternative energy systems considered and analysed as part of the design process? YES

Is evidence of such assessment available as a separate submission? NO

Are any such measures included in the proposed design? YES
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Technical Data Sheet (Actual vs. Notional Building)

Building Global Parameters Building Use

Actual Notional
Floor area [m ]2

External area [m ]2

Weather

Infiltration [m /hm @ 50Pa]3          2

Average conductance [W/K]

Average U-value [W/m K]2

Alpha value* [%]

* Percentage of the building's average heat transfer coefficient which is due to thermal bridging

531.1
1634.8
LON
8
314.37
0.19
78.6

531.1
1634.8
LON
5
561.38
0.34
36.38

% Area Building Type
Retail/Financial and Professional Services
Restaurants and Cafes/Drinking Establishments/Takeaways
Offices and Workshop Businesses
General Industrial and Special Industrial Groups

100 Storage or Distribution
Hotels
Residential Institutions: Hospitals and Care Homes
Residential Institutions: Residential Schools
Residential Institutions: Universities and Colleges
Secure Residential Institutions
Residential Spaces
Non-residential Institutions: Community/Day Centre
Non-residential Institutions: Libraries, Museums, and Galleries
Non-residential Institutions: Education
Non-residential Institutions: Primary Health Care Building
Non-residential Institutions: Crown and County Courts
General Assembly and Leisure, Night Clubs, and Theatres
Others: Passenger Terminals
Others: Emergency Services
Others: Miscellaneous 24hr Activities
Others: Car Parks 24 hrs
Others: Stand Alone Utility Block

Energy Consumption by End Use [kWh/m ]2

Actual Notional
Heating

Cooling

Auxiliary

Lighting

Hot water

Equipment*

TOTAL**
* Energy used by equipment does not count towards the total for consumption or calculating emissions.
** Total is net of any electrical energy displaced by CHP generators, if applicable.

0
0
0
7.21
4.24
29.87
11.45

0
0
0
6.65
4.24
29.87
10.89

Energy Production by Technology [kWh/m ]2

Actual Notional
Photovoltaic systems

Wind turbines

CHP generators

Solar thermal systems

Displaced electricity

5.77
0
0
0
5.77

0.13
0
0
0
0.13

Energy & CO  Emissions Summary2

Actual Notional
Heating + cooling demand [MJ/m ]2

Primary energy [kWh   /m ]PE
2

Total emissions [kg/m ]2

207.53
8.87
0.86

309.95
15.91
1.47
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HVAC Systems Performance

System Type Heat dem Cool dem Heat con Cool con Aux con Heat Cool Heat gen Cool gen
MJ/m2 MJ/m2 kWh/m2 kWh/m2 kWh/m2 SSEEF SSEER SEFF SEER

[ST] No Heating or Cooling

Actual

Notional

193.6

237.3

13.9

72.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

----

0

----

Key to terms

Heat dem [MJ/m2] = Heating energy demand
Cool dem [MJ/m2] = Cooling energy demand
Heat con [kWh/m2] = Heating energy consumption
Cool con [kWh/m2] = Cooling energy consumption
Aux con [kWh/m2] = Auxiliary energy consumption
Heat SSEFF = Heating system seasonal efficiency (for notional building, value depends on activity glazing class)
Cool SSEER = Cooling system seasonal energy efficiency ratio
Heat gen SSEFF = Heating generator seasonal efficiency
Cool gen SSEER = Cooling generator seasonal energy efficiency ratio
ST = System type
HS = Heat source
HFT = Heating fuel type
CFT = Cooling fuel type
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1. Executive Summary

This Energy Statement has been prepared by Achieve Green in support of a full planning
application for the construction of a building for the storage of wine at North Farm,
Chanctonbury Game, London Road, Washington, RH20 4BB.

The design has been developed to address the energy performance policy requirements of The
South Downs National Park Authority. A minimum target CO2 reduction has therefore been set
at 35% relative to the Building Regulations 2021 , through the application of the energy
hierarchy: 19% reduction through energy efficiency and a further 20% reduction through on-
site renewable energy.

A base case has been developed, against which potential savings can be assessed. This base
case is the notional building developed for the Building Regulations (20 21 ) assessment and is
quantified in terms of CO2 emissions as the Target Emission Rate (TER) for the building(s).

As no part of the proposed building will be conditioned for human comfort, there will be no
level of heating or cooling consumption that can be reduced through the specification of an
enhanced fabric, or the specification of high efficiency systems. The only mechanical and
electrical system that will be installed is lighting. Although the specification for lighting will
surpass the requirements of Approved Document L2 2021, as the proposed building will not
have any natural light , there is no ability to make energy savings for this either. The proposed
building will therefore target the full 35% reduction in carbon emissions through the addition
of renewable energy alone.

Having minimised energy consumption in the first instance, the potential for remaining energy
demands to be met via a decentralised energy source has been considered. It is evident this
proposed development is neither within the coverage of an existing district heating network,
nor is there an expectation that a district heating network will be developed at this site in the
near future.

Due to its size, this development is not suitable for combined heat and power.

An assessment has been carried out to determine the potential for renewable energy systems
to reduce CO2 emissions further. It is proposed that a 4 kWp photovoltaic system shall be
installed upon the south facing roof of the building.

The total reduction in emissions resulting from energy efficiency measures and the installation
of renewable technology is 41.5% compared to the regulated emissions from a building
designed to just meet Building Regulations (2021) Part L2. This surpasses the on-site minimum
target reduction of 35%, as required by The South Downs National Park Authority.
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2. Introduction

Energy use in buildings is a significant contributor to global CO₂emissions and global warming.
Designing energy efficient buildings and incorporating low and zero carbon energy generation
is a vital part of ensuring this development incorporates sustainability as a core part of its
design.

The purpose of the report is to assist evaluating parties to understand the energy consumption
and performance of the proposed development and consider its performance against the
“lean, clean, green” performance standard.

This application, seeks by its design to surpass the CO2 emission target of Approved Document
L2 2021by a minimum of 35%, through the application of the energy hierarchy: 19%
reduction through energy efficiency and a further 20% reduction through on-site renewable
energy.

3. Overview of the proposed development

The proposed development consists of a single unconditioned warehouse for the storage of
wine.

Proposed ground
floor plan:
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Proposed elevations:

4. Policies and Drivers

4.1. National and International Policy

The Climate Change Act (2008) sets a legally binding target for reducing UK carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions to zero by 2050. It also provides for a Committee on Climate Change, which
sets out carbon budgets binding on the Government for 5-year periods.

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2021, reflects the requirements of the
Climate Change Act 2008 in paragraphs 153 and 155 as follows:

“Plans should take a proactive approach to mitigating and adapting to climate change, taking
into account the long-term implications for flood risk, coastal change, water supply, biodiversity
and landscapes, and the risk of overheating from rising temperatures. Policies should support
appropriate measures to ensure the future resilience of communities and infrastructure to
climate change impacts, such as providing space for physical protection measures, or making
provision for the possible future relocation of vulnerable development and infrastructure.”

“New development should be planned for in ways that:

a) avoid increased vulnerability to the range of impacts arising from climate change.
When new development is brought forward in areas which are vulnerable, care should
be taken to ensure that risks can be managed through suitable adaptation measures,
including through the planning of green infrastructure; and
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b) can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, such as through its location, orientation
and design. Any local requirements for the sustainability of buildings should reflect the
Government’s policy for national technical standards.”

“To help increase the use and supply of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plans
should:

a) provide a positive strategy for energy from these sources, that maximises the
potential for suitable development, while ensuring that adverse impacts are addressed
satisfactorily (including cumulative landscape and visual impacts);

b) consider identifying suitable areas for renewable and low carbon energy sources, and
supporting infrastructure, where this would help secure their development; and

identify opportunities for development to draw its energy supply from decentralised, renewable
or low carbon energy supply systems and for co-locating potential heat customers and
suppliers.”

4.2. Local Policy: The South Downs National Park Authority

Sustainability is key to The South Downs National Park Authority planning policy and should be
considered with every planning application:
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4.2.1. Project policy

Planning policy leads to a minimum on-site target reduction in CO2 emissions equal to 35%
relative to the Building Regulations 2021 , through the application of the energy hierarchy: 19%
reduction through energy efficiency and a further 20% reduction through on-site renewable
energy.

5. Energy hierarchy

In line with best practice the proposed energy strategy for this development will follow the
principals of the energy hierarchy.

The energy hierarchy has three priorities, seeking to reduce energy use before meeting
remaining demand by the cleanest means possible:

1) Be lean – use less energy: Optimise the building fabric, glazing,
and structure to minimise energy consumption in the first
instance by using low U-values and good air tightness, and ensure
that active systems run as energy efficiently as possible.

2) Be clean – supply energy efficiently:  Further reduce
carbon emissions through the use of decentralised
energy where feasible, such as combined heat and
power (CHP).

3) Be green – use renewable energy: When the
above design elements have been reasonably
exhausted, supply energy through renewable
sources where practical.

6. Establishing the baseline

For dwellings that are wholly new in construction, the baseline is the Target CO2 Emission Rate
(TER) from Approved Document L2 2021.

The baseline calculations are based on buildings that are the same size and shape as the
proposed buildings and have the same exposed facades.

7. Energy efficient design measures (“be lean”)

Enhancing the thermal performance of the building envelope helps to future-proof the
structure and also yields the greatest CO2 savings. Adding renewable technology will then yield
maximum carbon reductions with lower long-term costs for the developer.
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7.1. Non-domestic development

As no part of the proposed building will be conditioned for human comfort, there will be no
level of heating or cooling consumption that can be reduced through the specification of an
enhanced fabric, or the specification of high efficiency systems. The only mechanical and
electrical system that will be installed is lighting.

This development shall seek to reduce energy consumption through the specification of
mechanical and electrical systems with efficiencies that surpass the requirements of Approved
Document L2 2021:

Proposed
development

L2 2021requirements

Lighting efficacy 125 lm/W 95 lm/W

8. Energy efficient systems (“be clean”)

8.1. Combined heat and power

Combined heat and power (CHP) systems use relatively cheap and clean fuels (such as natural
gas) to generate heat and electricity on site. A typical CHP system uses combustion of natural
gas to drive a turbine that produces electricity. The heat generated is captured and used to
produce hot water.

As losses are minimised the carbon footprint of the energy generated is very low. However
this is dependent on there being sufficient year-round local heat demand to fully utilise the
heat generated by the CHP plant. An example would be developments of at least 500
dwellings, universities or hospitals.

The feasibility of a gas-fired CHP for the site has been considered, however, in this case the
base load is insufficient to make CHP feasible. CHP is therefore not considered to be feasible
or desirable for this project, due to the scale of the development.

8.2. District heating networks

In a district heating network heat is supplied from one or more central energy centres to
multiple buildings within the network. Supply to multiple buildings guarantees high year-round
local heat demand which in turn allows the use of low carbon technologies within the energy
centre, such as combined heat and power systems. Large plant and aggregated demand
allows systems within the energy centre to run more efficiently.

Hot water is distributed within the network via highly insulated pipes. To connect to the
network individual boilers are replaced with separately metered heat exchangers.
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Due to the fact this proposed development is neither within the coverage of an existing district
heating network, nor is it within an area designated as having potential for a future network,
district heating can be discounted as a viable option.

9. Low and zero carbon energy sources (“be green”)

9.1. Photovoltaics

Solar photovoltaics (PV) capture the sun's energy using photovoltaic cells. The cells convert
sunlight into electricity, which can be utilised on site or transferred into the National Grid. PV
cells are made from layers of semi-conducting material, usually silicon. When light shines on
the cell it creates an electric field across the layers. The stronger the sunshine, the more
electricity is produced. Groups of cells are mounted together in panels or modules that can be
mounted on a roof.

The power of a PV cell is measured in kilowatts peak (kWp). This is the rate at which the cell
generates energy at peak performance in full direct sunlight.

Photovoltaics offer high CO2 savings, are simple to install and suitable for most buildings. The
only limiting factor for PV is the availability of suitable roof space.

Feasibility assessment: Feasible and appropriate. There is sufficient unshaded roofspace
available for a photovoltaic installation.

9.2. Heat Pumps

Heat pumps collect low temperature heat from renewable sources (such as the air or ground)
and concentrate the heat to a usable temperature via a reverse refrigeration cycle. Useable
heat is transferred to the building via a heat exchanger and can be used for low temperature
heating and Domestic Hot Water, though an immersion top-up may be required for DHW.

Heat pumps have some impact on the environment as they generally use grid supplied
electricity to run the pumps. It is common for heat pumps to have a coefficient of performance
of three, meaning that for every 1kWh of electricity used, over 3kWh of heat can be generated.
The renewable component of the output is therefore taken as the difference between the
output energy and the input energy, in this scenario the heat pump will be deemed to have
delivered 2kWh of renewable energy.

Ground source heat pumps require external horizontal ground loops, or as is more likely in
built -up environments, vertical loops fed into bore holes. The application of ground source heat
pumps is therefore constrained by site ground conditions and available space.
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Air source heat pumps have a slightly lower seasonal efficiency than ground source heat
pumps, but require less space. Noise and space considerations should be assessed when
determining an appropriate site for external condensing units.

Feasibility assessment: Not appropriate – unconditioned building with no hot water demand.

9.3. Solar thermal

Solar thermal systems, use free heat from the sun to warm Domestic Hot Water. A
conventional boiler or immersion heater can be used to make the water hotter, or to provide
hot water when solar energy is unavailable.

Solar thermal systems are most appropriate for buildings with high year-round Domestic Hot
Water demand.

Many solar thermal systems will use electricity to run pumps within the system. This means the
resultant CO2 and cost savings in a building with a gas boiler will be relatively low.

Feasibility assessment: Not appropriate – unconditioned building with no hot water demand.

9.4. Wind turbines

Wind turbines use blades to catch the wind. When the wind blows, the blades are forced round,
driving a turbine which generates electricity. The stronger the wind, the more electricity
produced.

There are two types of domestic-sized wind turbine: Pole mounted and building mounted. Pole
mounted turbines are free standing and are erected in a suitably exposed position, and are
often about 5kW to 6kW in size. Building mounted turbines are smaller and can be installed on
the roof of a home where there is a suitable wind resource. Often these are around 1kW to
2kW in size.

Large scale turbines, in exposed locations offer one of the best financial returns of all
renewable energy systems as the payback of the system increases dramatically with the size
of the turbine. However small-scale systems offer much lower levels of performance and
recent studies have questioned the viability and output from such systems, particularly in
urban environments.

Feasibility assessment: Potentially feasible and appropriate – further investigation of site
constraints would be required.

9.5. Biomass

Biomass heating systems, burn wood pellets, chips or logs to provide warmth in a single room
or to power central heating and hot water boilers. The carbon dioxide emitted when wood is
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burned is the same amount that was absorbed over the months and years that the plant was
growing. The process is sustainable as long as new plants continue to grow in place of those
used for fuel. There are some carbon emissions caused by the cultivation, manufacture and
transportation of the fuel, but as long as the fuel is sourced locally, these are much lower than
the emissions from fossil fuels.

When specifying biomass heating systems is important to consider the potential technical
issues surrounding delivery and storage of fuel.

Although the CO2 savings from biomass are substantial, the high levels of NOx emissions can
make biomass systems unsuitable for urban environments.

Feasibility assessment: Not appropriate – unconditioned building with no hot water demand.

9.6. Proposed low and zero carbon energy sources

With emissions within the building already reduced through energy efficient systems, it is
proposed that further reduction will be achieved through the installation of a 4 kWp
photovoltaic system on the south facing roof of the building. A 4 kWp PV system equates to
16 No. 250W panels, and requires approximately 26m2 of the available roof area. A 4 kWp PV
system will generate approximately 3,065 kWh of electricity (as calculated using SBEM), which
equates to 0.3 tonnes of CO2.

10. Results: Calculated CO2 savings

10.1. Regulated CO2 savings

Carbon dioxide emissions for non-domestic buildings
(Tonnes CO2 per annum)

Regulated Unregulated

Baseline: Part L 2021of the Building
Regulations Compliant Development

0.8 8.2

After renewable energy (be green) 0.5 8.2

Regulated non-domestic carbon dioxide savings

(Tonnes CO2 per annum) (%)(%)

Cumulative on-site savings 0.3 41.5 %
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11. Appendix A: BRUKL Report



APPENDIX 7

ELEVATIONS SHOWING PV
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